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Abstract
The parallel simulation of biochemical reactions is a very interesting
problem: biochemical systems are inherently parallel, yet the majority of
the algorithms to simulate them, including the well-known and widespread
Gillespie SSA, are strictly sequential. Here we investigate, in a general
way, how to characterize the simulation of biochemical systems in terms
of Discrete Event Simulation. We dissect their inherent parallelism in
order both to exploit the work done in this area and to speed-up their
simulation. We study the peculiar characteristics of discrete biological
simulations in order to select the parallelization technique which provides
the greater beneﬁts, as well as to touch its limits. We then focus on
reaction-diﬀusion systems: we design and implement an eﬃcient parallel
algorithm for simulating such systems that include both reactions between
entities and movements throughout the space.
Keywords: Parallel and distributed simulation, reaction-diﬀusion sys-
tems, Gillespie SSA
1 Introduction
In computational biology, the interest on multi-processor computing is growing
over the years, even if ubiquitous and parallel computing require deep knowledge
both on the bio-reality and on the tools in charge of handling and interpreting
it. Indeed, the correct parallel computation of whatever problem must take
into account four milestones: (i) the best computational splitting policy; (ii)
how to handle synchronization among the computational workers, (iii) the more
suitable hardware architecture and software packages to use and (iv) the nature
of the inherent parallelism.
There are problems naturally parallelizable and others purely serial. Ac-
cording to the case, the additional computing power aﬀorded by new machines
can be used to advantage of one or of the other. To enhance the eﬃciency
of Monte Carlo simulations, Single Replication in Parallel (SRIP) and Multi-
ple Replications in Parallel (MRIP) computational paradigms have been widely
contemplated in the past and deemed to be appropriate.
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Single Replication in Parallel. The SRIP approach is based on the decom-
position of a stochastic trajectory into logical processes, running on diﬀer-
ent processors and communicating by means of message passing protocols
[4]. For naturally divisible problems, it shows elevated performances in
speed-up and scale-up benchmarks. Signiﬁcant drawbacks originate from
the necessity for warranty of synchronism.
Multiple Replications in Parallel. The method speeds up simulation by launch-
ing independent replications on multiple computers and using diﬀerent
random seeds in such a way that the processes are approximatively un-
correlated. Therefore, more observations can be collected during a given
time interval than running a single replication on one computer within
the same period of time. Traditionally, one runs a simulation for a ﬁxed
time and then performs the data analysis [8]. When the accuracy deﬁned
by the user is reached, the simulation stops and a conﬁdence interval is
generated. If the numer of processes, the length of each replication and
the deletion period are carefully chosen, the statistics will be valid [3]. In
contrast to SRIP, MRIP can be easily applicable to any system, indepen-
dent of the inherent system parallelism. However, the fact that a single
replication cannot be executed on a unique processor and that outputs (or
pieces of them) almost deterministic are identical when replicated, make
the use of MRIP approaches sometimes inappropriate [6]. The MRIP and
SRIP approaches are not exclusive, i.e., it is possible to use MRIP and
SRIP in the same simulation program.
In biology, whereas the MRIP policy, well understood and investigated for
a long time [3], [13], [5], [6], [7], [11], [17], [9], [1], [15], ﬁnds straightforward
application to real case-studies [16], [2], the SRIP policy has a rather vague
characterization. SRIP methods can be further divided into two opposite sub-
categories which include: (a) methods that exploit data-parallelism (or loop-level
parallelism), namely that exemplify simulation of interacting particles on a ﬁ-
nite grid in which individual processors are in charge of simulating the state
of each site [14]; (b) methods that exploit task-parallelism (or functional par-
allelism), namely that divide the computation of a realization into a set of
sub-computations among cooperative processors by computational dependency
criteria [4], [12] (See Fig. 1 for a compact view of the parallel paradigms just
described). To date, the research in distributed-parallel processing has success-
fully solved many related problems; however, it has not led yet to a portable and
eﬃcient tool for distributing stochastic simulation in the ﬁeld of computational
biology. We aim to move the attention of the reader toward our target by going
through the theoretical basis and strategic decisions which conﬁgure our insight.
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Figure 1: a. Parallel paradigms hierarchy. b. Model partitioning structure into
Logical Processes and Simulation Engines
For the full content of this paper, please refer to its published version:
On Parallel Stochastic Simulation of Diﬀusive Systems, In proceedings of the
sixth International Conference on Computational Methods in Systems Biology
(CMSB2008), LNBI 5307, pp. 191 – 210.
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2 Conclusion and Future Work
One of the obstacles on the way of systems biology is the scalability of current
approaches, i.e. their ability to deal with bigger and more complex models; these
complex models are necessary to understand higher level behaviours, but need
for both powerful modelling tools and eﬃcient simulation engines to analyse
them.
In this paper we tackled the problem of designing a parallel simulator for
biochemical systems, based on the theory developed by Gillespie, from both a
theoretical and a practical point of view. The design of parallel and distributed
algorithms requires indeed both a strong theoretical background, in order to
guarantee that the designed algorithm is equivalent to the serial one, and a
good deal of practical tricks and experience in order to make it really scalable
and eﬃcient.
Here we presented some ﬁrst steps in this direction; although the results we
obtained so far are promising, a lot of work needs to be done. In particular,
Jeschke et. al. [10] conducted a parallel research on the same topic, focusing on
the analysis of communication costs and on sizing of the window for optimistic
execution in a distributed grid environment. It will be interesting to incorporate
their studies and analysis of the window size to our framework, to see which
are the diﬀerences between their grid-based and our HPC based approaches.
Other problems we need to face are the analysis of the obtained data, whose
dimension grows at an impressive rate when dealing with spatial simulations,
load-balancing techniques for workload subdivision and analysis of the rollback
mechanisms on diﬀerent biochemical systems. Finally, we would like to perform
an in-depth study of the performances, with diﬀerent checkpoint frequencies,
diﬀerent number of nodes, diﬀerent policy of cell allocation between nodes and
diﬀerent state saving strategies.
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